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our g'Oal is the devel'Opment 'Of an aut'Omatic method which
enables the c'Onstructi'On 'Of a task-dependent mod巴l wi白血 a sh'Ort
am'Ount 'Of time and at most very few additi'Onal costs 百le ap
proach 'Of empl'Oying speech data fr'Om multipl巴 speech databases
as described in the last passage is effective f'Or building a generic
m'Odel. Here， 'Our idea is t'O empl'Oy 'Only a subset of the speech data
available 合'Om multiple s'Ources to build a task-dependent model.
This requires a method to select th'Ose items from the data p'O'Ol
which紅e cl'Ose t'O the desired target task and acoustic c'Onditi'Ons.
In recent years， prop'Osals for training procedures which make
selective use of training data， emerged in literature. A selective
町出ning method for HMMs is described in [3]. Each training sam
ple is weighted by a confidence measure in 'Order t'O c'Ontr'Ol出E
influence 'Of 'Outliers. ηle approach was applied to impr'Ove the
statistical models f'Or accent 釦d lan伊age identificati'On. Active
learning is empl'Oyed in [4] in order to reduce血E巴ffort n巴cessary
f'Or database preparati'On. Only those utter組ces Wl出 a l'Ow rec'Og
niti'On c'Onfidence sc'Ore are transcribed and empl'Oyed for回ining
C'Ollecti'On 'Of additi'Onal data is 'Only carried out as l'Ong as白e like
lih'Ood 'Of the住ained model given the selected紅白ning data is n'O
l'Onger increasing. Experiments revealed，出at the best model is n'Ot
nec巴ssarily obtain巴d when using the wh'Ole database f'Or training，
but when 'Only using a subset 'Of the whole data
There are also adaptati'On methods which make selective use
'Of data. Training speakers which are cl'Ose t'O the test speaker are
ch'Osen bas巴d 'On the likelih'Ood of speaker GMMs giv巴目白e adap
tation data [5]. The adapted m'Odel is c'Onstructed fr'Om c'Ombining
prec'Omputed Iß仏1: sufficient statistics for the位aining data 'Of白e
selected speakers. A similar paradigm is empl'Oyed in [6]， where
c'Oh'Ort m'Odels cl'Ose t'O白e test speaker are sel民ted， transf'Ormed
and c'Ombined linearly.
In 'Order t'O select speech data仕'Om a large data p'O'Ol， the se
lecti'On procedure fr'Om [5， 6] is not applicable， if the speaker label
'Of each utter釦ce is unkn'Own 'Or if there紅e 'Only few utterances
per speak巴r. This can be出e case f'Or data which was c'OUected
automatically. e.g. by a dial'Ogue system for public use such as
Takem紅u-kun [7]. In the following， a new algori血m is proposed，
which is able to sel巴ct single utterances from a data pool based
on the ML criteri'On. Different to [3] is，出at no weighting of sin
gle patterns is done. The selection unit is larger 白an in [3] but
smaller than in [5]. 0白er th飢in [4， 3]， the 'Optirnizati'On crit巴
rion is the model likelihood given a small am'Ount 'Of devel'Opment
data， which c釦 be calculated in a sh'Ort am'Ount 'Of time based 'On
sufficient statistics. The devel'Opment set has t'O be designed t'O
represent the desired target task wel1. H'Owever， the c'Osts for pro
viding白is data are far lower血an the c'OlIection 'Of a larger amount
of task-specific住aining data.

ABSTRACT

In this paper， a new alg'Orithm f'Or selective training 'Of ac'Oustic
m'Odels is prop'Osed. The alg'Orithm is f'Ormulated f'Or an HMM
based m'Odel with Gaussian rnixture densities， but w'Orks in princi
ple f'Or 釦y statistical m'Odel， which has sufficient statistics. Since
there are t∞ many p'Ossibilities f'Or selecting a data subset fr'Om a
larger database， a heuristic has t'O be empl'Oyed. The alg'Orithm is
based 'On deleting single utterances合'Om a data p'O'Ol temp'Or紅ily 'Or
alternating between successive deleti'On 'Or additi'On 'Of u抗erances.
The 'Optirnizati'On criteri'On is出e likelih∞d 'Of the new m'Odel pa
rameters given s'Ome devel'Opment data， which c組 be calculated in
a sh'Ort am'Ount 'Of time based 'On su飴cient statistics. The meth'Od
is applied t'O aut'Omatically 'Obt包n task-dependent ac'Oustic models
f'Or infant and elderiy speech by selecting utterances企'Om a data
pool which are ac'Oustically cl'Ose t'O the devel'Opment data. The
prop'Osed method is c'Omputati'Onally practical and als'O addresses
由e issue 'Of reducing the high c'Osts ev'Olving合'Om the d巴vel'Opment
'Of applicati'Ons which make use 'Of speech rec'Ogniti'On techn'Ol'Ogy.
1. rrぜTRODUCTION

Statistical models like HMMs empl'Oyed f'Or ac'Oustic modeling in
speech r巴c'Ogniti'On have a large numb巴r of paramet巴rs. T'O reliably
仕組n such m'Odels a huge speech database is required. H'Owever，
出e c'OlIecti'On 'Of speech data， including rec'Ording and仕組scnp
ti'On， is a very time-c'Onsuming and c'Ostly pr'Ocess. F'Or example，
ab'Out half 'Of the relative c'Osts t'O devel'Op an interactive dial'Og sys
tem 紅e due t'O database preparati'On [1]. M'Ore'Over， the perf'Or
mance 'Of an ac'Oustic m'Odel depends 'On vari'Ous fact'Ors such as
speaker characteristics (巴.g. gender， age， accent)， spe紘ing style
(e.g. read， sp'Ontane'Ous)， ac'Oustic c'Onditi'Ons (e.g. n'Oise， rnicro
ph'One) and the applicati'On. It is impractical t'O pr'Ovid巴 en'Ough
住創ning data f'Or each p'Ossible c'Ombinati'On.
Instead 'Of task-dependent acoustic modeling， there are also
attempts t'O b凶Id a task-independent ac'Oustic m'Odel， which is
p'Ortable am'Ong di仔erl巴nt applicati'Ons. In [2] several ways t'O 'Ob
tain a generic m'Odel訂e exarnined: adaptati'On 'Or retraining with
speech data fr'Om m叫tiple so町ces. Unsupervised adaptati'On with
task-speci自c data t'O address the issu巴 of c'Ost reducti'On is als'O in
vestigated. The 'Overall gap 'Of perf'Onnance between the generic
and task-dependent models was small. While there was an im
provement 'Over a task-dependent model W.r.t. some tasks (e.g.
spon阻neous dictation)， for others (e.g. digit rec'Ogniti'On) a degra
dati'On was 'Observed
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2. PROPOSED APPROACH

development data. However， the calculation of new model param

The st紅白ng point is血e following scenario: One or more rather

on (a subset 0のthe training data T百le Q-function has the prop

et巴rs

large speech databases are available. Th巴 conglomerate of several

9 will be c紅討ed out as usual with the FB algorithm based
P(ÐI9) > P(ÐI9)， if Q
(9， 9) > Q(9，9). For simplicity of notation，

E町，that the likelihood increases， i.e.

databases will be called training dafa (pool). Our goal is to obtain

increases， i.e. Q

Xt Yt

an acoustic model for a cert副n task (or condition). However， there

and

is only little or no speech data for the target task. lf there is no data，

are assumed to be one-dimensional and the HMM tran

sition probabilities are neglected. Nevertheless， it is easy to define

just a small development set has 10 be collected. A variation of this

白e equations for multivariate data and to include the位ansluon

scem江io would b丸山at there are quite a few data for the target task

probab出ties.

available， but not 巴nough to甘創n a model robustly. Consequently，

古田 output density part of Q can be rewritten for Gaussian

it is desired to select additional data from the large data pool which

par細巴ters

are clos巴 to the development data

{Lqm， ðqm

to be proportional to the expression

There are t∞ many possibilities to select a subset of k utter
ances out of a data pool with

n

utter組ces. Even if the number of

possibilities is reduced he町istically， it still takes too much time to

次

re回in白e model and calculate its likelih∞d for each considered

()
Xt ì'qm t

subset. In白e case of a statistical model like 1品1M， which has suf

where

ficient statistics，出e time aspect is no longer problematic， however

is血e st蹴occupation probability of spe仙台岨E

for state q and mixture component

Suffici巴nt statistics (e.g. see [8]) have the凶ce prope目y to contain
Fu口heπnore，血ey can be decomposed w.r.t.白E町'llun
u g pattems

the selected training data and 白e development data. This makes
it possible to successively delete utterances合om the subset of se
lected utterances or successively add utterances企om the data pool

[吋ι] }
ーε写(MmLとごつみ; 山qm}

{

as long as白e likelihood keeps increasing.

引 yqm

2.1. Optimization Criterion
Since training of lß⑪1s involves rnissing data (the unknown state
sequence)， par創neters c組not be estimated directly. Instead， an
iterative me白od， 出e Expectation-Maximization (EM) frarnework

[9] has to be employed. The optimization criterion is the auxiliary

The variables

Q-function， which can be defined as follows:

•

training data T

9

Ð
={x}

={ÿ}

•

state 佃d rnixture index sequence s

•

state index q

•

mix佃re component index

•

parameters

組dCqm，μqm組dσqm

•

me佃p'qm of st蹴q， IDlxture

•

variance Ô"

•

weight

•

stat巴 occupation and transition probabilities

•

speech frames
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of state q， rnixture

of state q， rnixture
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âqql

with time index t
New model p紅arnet巴rs

For白e derivation of the Forward-Backward (FB) algori血m，
I.e 血e conventional EM algorithm for training m⑪1s，
佐aining data. Here，

denote the sufficient statistics

m

9
={βqm， ðqm， Wqm， âqqf}

Xt， Yt

log

which are decomposable w.r.t.血e training utterances

which maxirnize or let increase Q

qm
wqm

and

Yqm
Oqm
Zqm

tions are:

develop四nt data

[苧]_ Y�m

Yqm， Oqm Zqm
Ð

τbe meanings of the symbols used in血is and出e following equa

•

log

(SS) of出e development data

Q(9θ)=玄P(S]Ð， 9) log P(S，Ðlê)

initial model pararneters

This expression can be

Zqm
+必mYq�
}
キ�{仇m10g去工 一可

In the following section it is shown， that a likelihood criterion
C組 be defined， which is based only on the sufficient statistics of

•

m.

町ansformed to

all information necess訂y to r巴cons住uct the p紅ameters of a model

組問

Ð denotes the development data， since the op
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of釦y subset of回ining utter

百le formulas f for the問construction of the new

model parameters

timization criterion is modified to the model likelihood given也e

9 can b巴 calculated easily and fast仕om

Si=(C�m，μ;m，σ�mf
{ Ui}
9
= (乞Si)

the SS
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b. Ifq' > q， then discard utteranceUi:
R:=R一{Ui}，ST:= ST -Si andq:= q'
11. For eachUi r/:. R do:
a. Evaluateq'・= Q(9，f(ST +Si))
b. Ifq' > q，出巴n remember utteranceUi:
R・= Ru {Ui}，ST ・=ST +Si and q := q'

.'，.2ーσqm
qm
r，，，...
Cqm

A drawback of出is approach is， that出e decision to delete or
add an utlerances depends on the order of presenting佐担ning utler
釦ces to 白e algorithm. On the other hand， the value of the auxil
i町Q-function can increase more th釦 in case of the S T_[)elScan
v組組t. Figure 2 illustrates the processing of bo白 variants of the
selective仕創ning algorithm in detail.

2
μh
C�m

Sufficient S回.t1sttcs

From 白is derivation of Q， which is expressible on1y with the SS
of血e trammg 組d血e development data w.r.t. 出e initial model
p紅am巴ters 9，出e feasibility of selective training becomes clear.
Selective training is accomplished by successively adding or sub
S住acting 由e SS of single位包ning utter組ces， which me釦s mod
ifying Cqm，μqm andσqm， so that血e Q-function increases. The
detailed algorithm is explained in 白e next subsection

Training UUerances

ST
Si

2.2. S elective Training Algorithm

Figure 1 depicts the overall setup for selectiv巴 training (ST). There
are severa1 possibilities to define a concrete ST algorithm based on
血e auxiliary Q-function. Here， we will consider two v印刷s: The
del巴te sc釦 algorithm ST_[)elScan， which considers every train
ing utterance on1y once， 組d恥ST_[)elAdd algori加1 which suc
cessively deletes or adds utter釦ces for several iterations. The
ST_[)elScan variωt works as follows
1.

Let Rbe the set of all (selected)紅白凶ng utterances

2.

Obtain {Si}，出e SS of each佐泊凶ng utteranceUi・

3.

ObtainSv， the SS of the whol巴 d巴velopment data

4.
5.

ObtainST， the SS of出e whole training data
Evaluateq:= Q(9，[(ST)).

6.

For each utteranceUiεRdo:

Overall seωp for selective training. After calculating出e
sufficient statistics for each training utterance in the data pool， and
出e sufficient statistics for the whole development data，由巳sel巴c
tIve甘但ning procedure ST_[)elScan or ST_[)elAdd is carried out.
Fig. 1.

(ST_DelSc回) (ST_DelAdd勺

a. Evaluateq' := Q(9， f(ST - Si)).
> q， then d即ard utterance Ui: R:= R一{Ui}

b. lfq'
7.

Us巴9 = f(乞Si) as new model p紅ameters.

8.

Retrain with utterance set Rfor several iterations.

uiER

The idea is， that if the independent deletion of single仕aining
utterances leads to an increase of model likelihood， it should not
be used for仕組ning. Consequently， the decision to discard one ut
terance is independent from the deletion of a previous or following
u悦erance.
Instead of considering every u仕erance only once for deletion，
step (6.) could also be carried out iteratively， while altemating be
tween dele出g (already) selected utterances or adding unselected
utteranc巴s. This is realized in the ST_[)elAdd v訂iant of the algo
rithm. Step (6.) has to be modified as follows:
6.

Detailed illustration of the selective甘創ning proced町E
Actions marked with ( * ) are on1y carried out by the ST_[)elAdd
variant. The su飴cient statistics (SS) of each training utler釦ce
are pr∞essed one by one in series. An utlerance is on1y se
lected for parameter estimation if the model likelihood increases.
While ST_[)elScan considers each utter釦ce only once for deletion，
ST_[)eLAdd exarnines each discarded utterance again for addition.
Fig. 2.

Repeat for a predefined number of iterations

3. DATA

1. For eachUiεRdo:

The two variants of the ST algorithm are evaluated wi出Japanese
speech仕om the Tak:emaru database. Tak:emaru-kun [7] is a

a. Evaluateq' := Q(9，f(ST - Si))ー
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Table 2. Comparison of perfonnance (word accぽacy in %) for
出e acoustic model obtained by conventional EM traiJÙng without
selection to the proposed selective training algori出ID.百le devel
opment and test data employed in experiment A consists of infants'
utterances， in experiment B of utterances台om elderly persons.

Table 1. Speech data employed for evaluation: The purpose of

experiment (A) is to obtain an infant-dependent AM only from
speech data of elementary school children. In experiment (B)，
utterances仕om adult speakers ar巴 selected to better mod巴l 出E
speech of elderly persons.

Experiment A
Algori由m
No Selection
ST..DelScan
ST..DelAdd
Experiment B
Algori白血
No Selection
ST..DelScan
ST..DelAdd

speech-oriented dialogue system intended to provide也e user tn
fonnation on血e wea血er， news， 出e s山TOunding environment，
public汀加sportation system， Internet pages， a.s.o. The syst巴m IS
very popular among children， because it is based on an animated
character. It is a work:ing system installed in a public place in
Nara， Japan. Speech data is collected automatically since Novem
ber 2∞2 from users who speak: to出e system. Each recorded ut
ter組ce is回nscribed， labeled with tags (e.g. noise) 釦d c1assi白ed
subjectively into on巴 of自ve speaker groups: inf:飢ts (preschool
children)， elementary school children， junior-high school children，
adults 釦d eld巴rly persons. The selective位創出19 pr∞ed町'e IS ap
plied to obtain an acoustic model for the two groups for which only
few data are available: infants and elderly persons. Table 1 gives
details about the speech data employed for experiments.

llllt
46.4
46.4
46.4

1
46.7
50.4
50.5

Tr位回ng
2
47.3
50.6
51.1

Iteration
4
3
47.4
47.3
51.4
50.8
51.2
51.2

lTut
72.3
72.3
72.3

Training
2
72.0
72.2
75.1
74.4
73.5
73.8

Iteration
4
3
72.5
72.4
74.6
74.7
74.1
73.8

5
47.3
51.3
51.5

5
72.1
74.5
73.7

Table 3. Number and percentage of utterances chosen企om 白E

data pool by the proposed sel氏tive町ai凶ng algori白血

most is g創ned by出e自rst iteration， retraiJÙng with the sel巴cted set
of utterances several times leads to加ther improvements in word
acc山acy.
The same c釦 be observed for building an elderly-dependent
model in experiment B. An increase of up to 2.8% absolute (3目9%
relative) in recogJÙtion acc町acy by selective住祖国ng versus al
most no improvement without selection. Since th巴 difference in
perform釦ce between the two variants of 白e ST algorithm in bo白
experiments is rather small， it is hard to say which variant should
be pr巴feπ巴d. Statistics about the number of ulterances selected are
given in Table 3. While the ST.DelScan variant employs more出組
one third of 白e utterances in the data p∞1， only about 10-20%釘E
consider巴d as important by ST..DelAdd.

4. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The iJÙtial acoustic model is obtained合om scratch by traÎJÙng with
all u仕erances in the data pool. It consists of one 3-state HÞ.仏，f each
for 35 phonemes and three silence models. Each H恥仏-1 state has
at most 16 Gaussian mixture densities wi白 diagonal covariance
ma住民es.百le acoustic feature vector is 25-dimensional， including
ムE. 12 MFCC and 12ムMFCC. The sufficient statistics neces
sary for selective紅白ning are calculated with血is initial model.
The implementation of the ST algorithm is based on HTK source
code. In order to prevent flooring of vari釦ces， a threshold of 200
is set for the miJÙmum number of ex釘nples required p巴r phoneme
HMM. Step (6.) is repeated five times for 白e ST..DelAdd vari
ant. Only those位aiJÙng utterances which were discarded during
the previous delete step are exarnined for insertion again. η1巴
open-so町ce LVCSR engine Julius [10] is used for decoding test
utterances. None of the test utterances is part of the甘aiJÙng or
development data employed for selective training of the acoustic
model. The perple泊ty of the test set (5，742 words) in experiment
A is 8.3 for a c10s巴d task-dependent language model 町ained on
住anscriptions of infant ulter組ces. For experiment B 釦 open 1釦
guage model is佐氾ned on仕'anscriptions of adult utterances. Th巴
perplexity of the corresponding test set (1，609 words) is 16.3.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

0.01

Table 2 shows the result for building an infant-dependent (A) 釦d
釦 elderly-dependent (B) acoustic model. Both variants of the ST
algorithm are compared to training without selection. For exper
iment A， there is only 組 improvement of 1.3% absolute (2.8%
relative) over the initial model when retraining the initial model
with all ulter釦ces in批data pool. With sel削ion，勘perfor
m組ce increases up to 5.1% absolute (11.0% rel叩ve). Although

selected -一一
discarded .

//

\

Fig. 3. Li.ke出∞d dis凶bution of the凶tial model giv巴目白
select巴d and 出e discarded紅白血ng u町rances (Experiment B，
ST..DeIScan).
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Fig. 5. Cornparison of conventional EM紅白血ng to selective train
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ing (Experirnent A，

developrnent set釦d血le perflωm飢ce (word acc町'acy in %) of se
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Frorn Figure 3 it is cle鉱山at ra血巴r utterances Wl白 a lower
rnodel likelihood are selected. Nevertheless， there is rnuch over
lap between the likelihood dis凶butions of selected and discarded
utterances， so that a sirnple selection rule such as "select all utter
飢ces wl血 a likelihood below a threshold" would be fi訂less e狂ec
tive than白e proposed ST algorithrn.百le s紅ne tendency could be
observed in both experirnents.
How the value of the Q-加ction changes is de抑制in Fig
町e 4_ τ11e largest increase c組 be observed during deleting utter
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組ces出血e first and second iteration.百le nurnber of discarded (ー)

Baseline
NoSelection
MLLR
ST DelScan
ST DelAdd

E二二二コ
医夜歪密室ヨ
医密密密函
S芯三�

Experiment_A

and added (+) utter飢ces during the five iterations was:ー11，715，
+203;・2，870， +44;-341， +21;-42， + 1;ー 10，+0. Alrnost notlúng is

84

gained when adding previously deleted utterances ag但n. Conse
quentlぁstep

(6.11.) of ST.DelAdd could also be ornitted

E520
0
〈聞記
。〉P

Table 4 shows the perforrn飢ce of sel巴ctive training depend
ing on 出e developrnent set size. There is already 組 irnprovernent
with only five developrnent utterances. Maxirnurn possible perfor
rnance s閃rns to be reached with about 100 utterances.τ11巴 nurnber
of selected utterances does not differ rernarlalbly.
τ11e results show 白紙a better rnod巴1 can be obtained by se
lective training based on a srnall set of developrnent data. Con
S巴quently， it is irnportant to know， how rnany utt巴r組ces of 血E
tMget task rnust be coJlected in order to reach the sarne p巴rfor
rnance by conventional EM 紅白ning. Frorn Figure 5 it becornes
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clear，出at 500 or 1，000 utterances紅'e not enough to町ain a rnodel
of the given cornple泊ty (rnonophone， about 94，000 pararneters)

70

robustly. With 2，500 infant utterances， 血e sarne perforrnance as

Experiment_B

with selective training can be reached. Here， it has to be rnen
tioned， that reco伊ition of infant speech is a very difficult rnsk.

Fig. 6. Cornparison of perforrnance between the baseline rnodel，

The rna氾rnurn recog凶tion perfoロnance is aIrnost reached: The

training without selection， MLLR adaptation with the dev巴loprnent

word accuracy wi白 a rnonophone rnodel of白e sarne cornplexity

data and the proposed approach for selective回ining

build frorn scratch wi出7，500 infant utterances was 52%
Finally， selective training is cornp紅ed to adaptation with the
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development data.

7. SUI\⑪1ARY AND FUTURE WORK

A standard adaptation method for relatively

few adaptation data is Maximum Likelih∞d Linear Regression
(MLLR) [11]. The performance of MLLR is obtained by con

In this paper a new approach for selective training was introduced

sidering the best result among evaluation for 2， 4， 8， 16 and 32

It was shown， that it is possible to select r巴levant甘aining utter

regression c1asses and two adaptation iterations. All utterances in

ances from a large data pool given only a small amount of tぉk

the deve10pment set (500 for experiment A， 53 for exp巴riment B)

dependent development data

are used for adaptation. The result in Figure 6 shows，出at selec

lih∞d criterion， the auxiliary Q-function. The method was ap

百四selection is based on a like

tive training is superior to bo白 MLLR adaptation and re佐創rung

plied to obtain釦 infant-dependent and elder1y-dependent acous

without selection. The advantage of selective training over Þ.但_LR

tic model. There was a relative improvement over出e baseline of

also is，that no parameter such as the number of regression c1asses

up to 1 1.0%. The approach leads also to better results白血MLLR

has to be set， which influences the perfoロE釦ce.

adaptation with the development data. The additional time neces
S紅y for sel巴芯tive紅白JÙng is only a台action of a conventional EM
汀aining iteration. As future work， s巴lective仕組ning for acoustic
models with a higher comple氾ty (e.g凶phone) has to be exam

6. COMPUTATlONAL REQUIREMENTS

ined. Moreover，由e new algorithm will be evaluated for different
speech databases and tasks， and it has to be investigated how由巳

This section gives information about the computational rιqU1re

algorithm behaves for data selection across multiple databases.

ments in (disk) space釦d (CPU) time for selective甘aining. The
time to ex位act白e sufficient statistics (SS) for each紅白ning utter
ance is the same as for conventional EM甘aining. Additional time
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